Membrane fusion: lipid vesicles as a model system.
In many cellular functions the process of membrane fusion is of vital importance. It occurs in a highly specific and strictly controlled fashion. Proteins are likely to play a key role in the induction and modulation of membrane fusion reactions. Aimed at providing insight into the molecular mechanisms of membrane fusion, numerous studies have been carried out on model membrane systems. For example, the divalent-cation induced aggregation and fusion of vesicles consisting of negatively charged phospholipids, such as phosphatidylserine (PS) or cardiolipin (CL), have been characterized in detail. It is important to note that these systems largely lack specificity and control. Therefore conclusions derived from their investigation can not be extrapolated directly to a seemingly comparable counterpart in biology. Yet, the study of model membrane systems does reveal the general requirements of lipid bilayer fusion. The most prominent barrier to molecular contact between two apposing bilayers appears to be due to the hydration of the polar groups of the lipid molecules. Thus, dehydration of the bilayer surface and fluctuations in lipid packing, allowing direct hydrophobic interactions, are critical to the induction of membrane fusion. These membrane alterations are likely to occur only locally, at the site of intermembrane contact. Current views on the way membrane proteins may induce fusion under physiological conditions also emphasize the notion of local surface dehydration and perturbation of lipid packing, possibly through penetration of apolar amino acid segments into the hydrophobic membrane interior.